
Appendix A

List of proposals

We recall that the evaluation will be an oral presentation in front of the class + a

working Jupyter notebook to hand in. Here is a list of subject proposals for group

projects. Projects are NOT limited to these ideas. Come and see us if you want to

study a particular network that interests you! Each group will have to: i/ collect data,

ii/ describe the obtained graph with tools learned in class, iii/ study one or several

question(s) that you find interesting regarding the data.

A.1 Face-to-face contact patterns in a primary school

data available at http://www.sociopatterns.org/datasets/primary-school-temporal-network-data/

and at http://www.sociopatterns.org/datasets/primary-school-cumulative-networks/

possible questions: depending on the age group, is there a preference for same-gender

contacts? What are the different community structures within this school? Do the

community structures change drastically at recess?

NB other data on similar theme: High school contact and friendship networks. Data

available at http://www.sociopatterns.org/datasets/high-school-contact-and-friendship-networks/

A.2 European Airport-to-airport traffic

data: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/transport/data/database: look at data

named avia par. some explanations on the dataset are at https://ec.europa.eu/

eurostat/cache/metadata/Annexes/avia_pa_esms_an3.pdf. Note that airport co-

denames are in ICAO (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_airports_by_
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IATA_and_ICAO_code). Other datasets may be available here http://networkrepository.

com/inf.php

questions: How has the structure of the traffic network evolved in the last 15 years?

More or less hubs? Have the hubs grown more than the mean traffic? Epidemics on this

network?

NB. Alternatively, use the graph from the US airport graph seen in class.

A.3 Neuroscience graphs

Detect structural differences in brain graphs between normal patients and others. Graphs

will represent functional connectivity between brain regions measured by fMRI. Graphs

have either ∼100 or ∼400 nodes. There are 20 normal subjects and 17 subjects that

have a disease. Possible questions: How can we differentiate, based only on the structure

of the graphs, normal subjects from others? How does the graph’s construction method

impact the results?

A.4 Co-occurence networks of words

The idea is to describe a text or a book by a graph and explore the way the authors

are writing. References are https://senereko.hypotheses.org/109 and https://

noduslabs.com/research/pathways-meaning-circulation-text-network-analysis/.

A first problem is to model the text as nodes and edges. Indeed for example, we may want

to associate a single node to the words “go”, “goes”, “went” . . . . Available data sets can

be download here: https://noduslabs.com/research/pathways-meaning-circulation-text-network-

attachment/meaning-text-graphml-files/.

The questions we may want to answer are: how to find a summary of a book using

graphical representations? how to compare easily different texts? how to efficiently

search in a book?

It is also possible to use twitter as a source of words. See for example https://www.

earthdatascience.org/courses/earth-analytics-python/using-apis-natural-language-processing-

calculate-tweet-word-bigrams-networks-in-python/ for an example using the word

climate.
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A.5 Social networks

Many social networks are now present in our environement. Several datasets are avail-

able. Here is a collection of different social networks datasets provided by The Arizona

State University http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/pages/datasets.

The ideas may be to classify the users, identify misconduct behavior that can lead to

circulation of fake news . . .

A.6 The effect of measurement errors on the metrics

A very important subject in network analysis is the impact of measurement errors on

errors over classical metrics. On different graphs seen during practical sessions (or

on well-controlled graph models), how does adding/deleting edges affect the different

metrics seen in class? How does it affect community structure?

A.7 Generative models

Another important subject in network analysis is to find a generative model that best

fit the data. Work on the few datasets seen in practical sessions. Is it an ER graph?

A Chung-Lu graph? Watts-Strogatz? Preferential attachment? Which of these models

generate a similar degree distribution? A similar clustering coefficient? etc.

A.8 Large graphs

Particular algorithmic problems arise when the graph starts to be very large (say ≥ 106

nodes). How to compute the matrix of shortest path lengths? Or the local clustering

coefficient?

A.9 Other ideas

1. Work on your own ”email network”. see https://immersion.media.mit.edu/.

2. Anonymisation of network data? see [Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye, César A Hi-

dalgo, Michel Verleysen, and Vincent D Blondel. Unique in the crowd : The

privacy bounds of human mobility. Scientific reports, 3, 2013]
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A.10 Other ressources to look into

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/

http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/

http://deim.urv.cat/~alexandre.arenas/data/welcome.htm

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/

https://www.kaggle.com/ (not necessarily graphs though)

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ (a lot of European data on many subjects – not

necessarily graphs though)

http://networksciencebook.com/translations/en/resources/data.html


